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Verbs and sentences 

Grade 3 Verbs Worksheet 
 

Circle the verbs.  
 

 

Complete the sentences using the verbs from above. 

 
1. The meal _______________ two side dishes. 

2. My uncle _______________ to the store to get there before it closed. 

3. I _______________ a very difficult math test last week. 

4. We _______________ when we heard what dinner would be. 

5. Aunt Sara _______________ an amazing video game. 

6. The thick branches _______________ our tree house. 

7. My little brother _______________ his model rocket 

yesterday. 

8. Mary and I _______________ far into the woods to 

pick berries. 

9. Dad _______________ thrilled with his new fishing 

boat. 

10. Most dogs _______________ a lot of fur at least twice a year. 

11. We _______________ the problem because it was explained well. 

12. I _______________ for our vacation by packing a week ahead of time. 

prepared hotdogs launched supported developed 

passed photo played created computer 

understand theater includes seems shed 

rushed groaned airplane realize hiked 
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 Answers 
 

 

 
1. The meal includes two side dishes. 

2. My uncle rushed to the store to get there before it closed. 

3. I passed a very difficult math test last week. 

4. We groaned when we heard what dinner would be. 

5. Aunt Sara created an amazing video game. 

6. The thick branches supported our tree house. 

7. My little brother launched his model rocket yesterday. 

8. Mary and I hiked far into the woods to pick berries. 

9. Dad seems thrilled with his new fishing boat. 

10. Most dogs shed a lot of fur at least twice a year. 

11. We understand the problem because it was explained well. 

12. I prepared for our vacation by packing a week ahead of time. 

 

prepared hotdogs launched supported developed 

passed photo played created computer 

understand theater includes seems shed 

rushed groaned airplane realize hiked 
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